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Extended Learning Opportunities
Subject: English
Year: 7
Term: Autumn
Topic: A Christmas Carol/Wonder
Learning Objectives:






To add to wider knowledge of Charles Dickens A Christmas Carol/Wonder through a variety
of different forms
To be able to read between the lines in A Christmas Carol/Wonder for implied information
To practice reading with clarity and intonation out loud
To practice spelling common words correctly when writing about a film, theatre production
or a prose text
To extend vocabulary choices

Extended Learning Opportunities














Watch a film version of A Christmas Carol or Wonder
Research the author you are studying
Visit the theatre and watch a production
Complete 20 minutes of reading a day
Read with someone – reading out loud helps you increase your comprehension.
Can someone question your understanding? If you are reading to someone ask them to
question you about the plot, the characters or to make predictions about what will happen
next.
Ask someone to read to you- if you find reading challenging, asking a family member or
your carer to read to you can be helpful.
Take notes as you read- if you are reading a longer or more challenging text, it might be
useful to take notes along the way to help you remember the plot.
Down load KS3 and KS4 spellings
Write Cover Check - write the word, cover it, spell it out loud, and check if you were right.
Ask someone to quiz you on your spelling
Stick the more challenging words on post-it notes and place them around your room or
house. Looking at the words for a while might help you commit them to memory.
Use the words you are learning to spell in a sentence.
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YEAR 7 EXTENDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
READING
Each students should work on developing their reading skills further. Please aim to read for
minimum 20 minutes a day. Use the information regarding your reading level given to you by your
teacher or our librarian. This will help you choose the books which are challenging and appropriate
for you.

Use the strategies listed below to help you develop your reading skills:






Read with someone – reading at loud helps you increase your comprehension.
Can someone question your understanding? If you are reading to someone ask them to
question you about the plot, the characters or to make predictions about what will happen
next.
Ask for someone to ready to you- if you find reading challenging, asking a family member or
your carer to read to you can be helpful.
Take notes as your read- if you are reading a longer or more challenging text, it might be
useful to take notes along the way to help you remember the plot.

SPELLING
Use the spelling list included in this folder to practise your spelling. Set yourself a challenge of 10
new words per week.

You might find the following useful:





Write Cover Check - write the word, cover it, spell it at lout, and check if you were right.
Ask someone to quiz you on your spelling
Stick the more challenging words on post-it notes and place them around your room or
house. Looking at the words for a while might help you commit them to memory.
Use the words you are learning to spell in a sentence.
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Extended Learning Opportunities
Subject: English
Year: 8
Term: Autumn
Topic: Uncle Montague’s Tales of Terror
Learning Objectives











To be able to understand the main ingredients of gothic fiction
To be able to explain, comment on and analyse how writers use gothic feature to create
suspense
To be able to use relevant subject terminology to support views
To be able to compare two short stories
To locate appropriate textual references in Uncle Montague’s Tales of Terror
To communicate clearly and effectively when writing a response to Uncle Montague’s
Tales of Terror
Organise information and ideas in a variety of sentence types and paragraphs
Use a range of vocabulary
Spell common words accurately
Spelling and punctuate with accuracy

Extended Learning Opportunities













Research the author you are studying
Visit the theatre or cinema and watch a production or film based on the gothic horror
genre
Complete 20 minutes of reading a day
Read with someone – reading at loud helps you increase your comprehension.
Can someone question your understanding? If you are reading to someone ask them to
question you about the plot, the characters or to make predictions about what will happen
next.
Ask for someone to read to you- if you find reading challenging, asking a family member or
your carer to read to you can be helpful.
Take notes as your read- if you are reading a longer or more challenging text, it might be
useful to take notes along the way to help you remember the plot.
Down load KS3 and KS4 spellings
Write Cover Check - write the word, cover it, spell it out loud, and check if you were right.
Ask someone to quiz you on your spelling
Stick the more challenging words on post-it notes and place them around your room or
house. Looking at the words for a while might help you commit them to memory.
Use the words you are learning to spell in a sentence.
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YEAR 8 EXTENDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
READING
Each students should work on developing their reading skills further. Please aim to read for
minimum 20 minutes a day. Use the information regarding your reading level given to you by your
teacher or our librarian. This will help you choose the books which are challenging and appropriate
for you.

Use the strategies listed below to help you develop your reading skills:






Read with someone – reading at loud helps you increase your comprehension.
Can someone question your understanding? If you are reading to someone ask them to
question you about the plot, the characters or to make predictions about what will happen
next.
Ask for someone to ready to you- if you find reading challenging, asking a family member or
your carer to read to you can be helpful.
Take notes as your read- if you are reading a longer or more challenging text, it might be
useful to take notes along the way to help you remember the plot.

SPELLING
Use the spelling list included in this folder to practise your spelling. Set yourself a challenge of 10
new words per week.

You might find the following useful:





Write Cover Check - write the word, cover it, spell it at lout, and check if you were right.
Ask someone to quiz you on your spelling
Stick the more challenging words on post-it notes and place them around your room or
house. Looking at the words for a while might help you commit them to memory.
Use the words you are learning to spell in a sentence.
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Ambitious vocabulary spellings
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